Computation With Finitely Presented Groups

Research in computational group theory, an active subfield of computational algebra, has emphasised three areas: finite
permutation groups, finite solvable.Trove: Find and get Australian resources. Books, images, historic newspapers, maps,
archives and more.Computing with finitely presented groups. Michael Vaughan-Lee. October These notes were prepared
for a course I am giving for the MSc in Mathematics.Prerequisites. Students taking this course need to have taken at
least one undergraduate course in group theory, and ideally they should also have taken ( or be.DIMACS Series in
Discrete Mathematics and Theoretical Computer Science. Volume 00, Application of Computational Tools for Finitely
Presented Groups.Computation with Finitely Presented Groups by Charles C. Sims, , available at Book Depository with
free delivery worldwide.Such calculations comparing elements of an FpGroup may run into problems: There exist
finitely presented groups for which no algorithm exists (it is known that.This module presents the functionality designed
for computing with finitely- presented groups (fp-groups for short). The name of the corresponding SymPy object.The
group G is not finitely presented [26], [28] but it admits a recursive presentation Both computations in [40], [48] use the
self-similar structure of the groups to.Journal of Symbolic Computation Volume 24, Issues 34, We present methods to
construct representations of finitely presented groups. In well- conditioned.1 Introduction. Let G = ?X R ? be a group
defined by a finite presentation, let A = X ? X?1 and more importantly in efficient computational solutions. Notice that
.Computational group theory has a history going back more than 80 years. . questions about finitely presented groups
turn out not to have.We want to describe here an experimental approach to studying infinite groups, particularly finitely
presented groups. The ongoing software project, called Mag-.A new approach to computation in finitely-presented
groups. Colva Roney- Dougal joint work with Jeffrey Burdges, Stephen Linton,. Richard Parker and Max
.templebaptistchurchsantafe.com: Computation with Finitely Presented Groups (Encyclopedia of Mathematics and its
Applications) () by Charles C. Sims and a.The next section describes how you can compute a permutation group that is a
homomorphic image of a finitely presented group (see OperationCosetsFpGroup) .Get this from a library! Computation
with finitely presented groups. [Charles C Sims] -- Research in computational group theory, an active subfield of.
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